THE 2020 SURVIVAL PATCH PIN
A GREAT CHAPTER PROJECT
HISTORY:
The pin represents a patch that was sent to all SDP Chapters for their
Survival of the Covid-19-year 2020. The Design was given to us by
Mary Davidson, a Non-SDP member but an Artist in her own right. This
patch was sent to all SDP Chapter Presidents to place on their chapter
flags. So here, Tugboat Tolers is taking this one step further and being
the first Chapter to make this a Chapter project and making pins for
themselves.
TIPS:
In the painting of this pin, I found it to be so tiny that I used only three brushes.
My #12 Flat brush to base the background white, my #1 liner to base everything
else and flatten out where needed, and my #2 angle brush to shade. I dried off
the liner to make it also my dry brush. Put wood filler in the hole if you want to
use this as a pin (I forgot to do this).
I centered a small glass over the wood piece to draw my circle border, which
helped a lot.
I also cut out a small circle of dark graphite and taped to my line drawing. This
way it was out of the way and I used a colored pen to draw on it. (It works)
The rest is plain fun!!

INSTRUCTIONS:

Surface: 3” Round wood disc
DecoArt Americana Acrylics:
Burnt Umber
Golden Straw
Lavender
Red Alert
Slate Grey
White
Winter Blue

Grape Juice
Neutral Grey
Royal Fuchsia
Sweet Mint
Wild Orchid
Dazzling Metallics White Pearl

Brushes
#12 flat, #1 liner, #2 angle
Supplies:
Extreme Sheen Lavender Frost
Sealer, Palette, paper towel, water bowl, Dark graphite paper, stylus or fine pen,
tape, IDENTI PEN.
Sand and Seal round disc
Base Disc with two coats of White, drying in between.
Apply Pattern
BASE the following:
LAVENDER-Two outside brush handles (Not Ferrule), all numbers and letters and
the outer circle and edges of the disc.
SLATE GREY – Two inside brushes with ferrule and the ferrule on the two outside
brushes. Water this to inky and go over the face mask markings lightly.
WHITE PEARL – Base the binding on the face mask
BURNT UMBER – Bristles on the paint brushes, stroke ¾ up from the bottom
(irregular strokes)

SHADE:
Grape Juice - Shade both sides of each lavender brush handle, under the ferrule
and in the triangles on the lavender brush where both brushes cross over each
other. Shade the letters where needed (Letters may be differ with different
chapters) and shade the year 2020.
Neutral Grey – Shade on both sides of the grey brush handles, under the ferrule
of the grey brush handles, below the brown brush bristles on all ferrules and
above and below the mask binding on the grey brush handles.
COLOR THE BRISTLE TIPS FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:
Stroke in Sweet Mint down to the Burnt umber. Re-stroke BU up thru the color
Stroke in Red Alert to the BU. Re-stroke BU up thru the color
Stroke in Fuchsia to the BU. Re-stroke BU up thru the color
Stroke in Golden Straw to the BU. Re-stroke BU up thru the color
To all but the Red, add a Tch of white to the color and tip the ends for highlight.
HIGHLIGHT:
Drybrush Wild Orchid up thru the center of the Lavender brush handles and the
letters and numbers. Drybrush a Tch on the cheeks of the mask
Drybrush Winter Blue up thru the center of the Grey Brushes and all ferrules
Add Tch of white to above colors and re-highlight to make brighter! (Remember
this second highlight is smaller in size)
Final, Outline everything with Identi Pen including stitches in the face mask and
the face, letters and numbers.
I painted the outer circle with Lavender then topped with Lavender Frost
(optional)
Varnish……….
This Pin is from the Original SDP 2020 Patch that was designed by Mary
Davidson. Permission is given to paint your own colors. (Instructions by Georgia
Magarrell) georrog@aol.com

